
Six Ingredients of a
Development-Friendly Culture



At DickersonBakker, we believe that people are the keystone to success. When
it comes to assuring success in leadership and fundraising, nothing 
is more important than being able to recruit talented people to lead and
advance your mission—including both Board and staff. 

In order to attract top talented people you must create a magnetic culture.
Talent always attracts more of the same, as does ineffectiveness …to coin 
a phrase: “Few who can fly like an eagle wish to keep company with turkeys.” 

In short, you can’t have a magnetic organization without magnetic leaders.
Top talented people want flexibility in how they do their work, to be part of 
a high-performing team, to do interesting work, and to stay creatively
challenged. They want to be treated with respect, to feel valued, and know
that they are making a difference. And they also expect to be compensated
commensurate with the value they bring to the organization.

#1.  Magnetic

Transparency and integrity go hand in hand, ensuring that donors don't
have reason to distrust your organization. Being transparent makes it easier
for stakeholders to understand and align with who you are and what you do,
which in turn fosters involvement and participation.

#2.  Transparent

CULTURE refers to the collective attitudes that characterize and impact the ways that 
an organization' s people will perceive one another and work together. A "development-
friendly" culture provides a fertile soil for giving to flourish.

DickersonBakker has identified six ingredients that together comprise a healthy,
development-friendly culture, and—if consistently applied— will significantly 
improve your organization’s ability to garner high-level investments from major donors:

CULTURE
noun | cul· ture | \ ˈkəl-chər  \
the set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices that characterizes an institution or organization.
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Financial. 

Simply put, donors want to know that the organizations they
support are using their donations wisely. Accreditation by ECFA 
or other similarly trusted third-party accrediting agencies is
increasingly important to major donors, and many go so far as 
to require it before they will even consider giving a significant
contribution.

Nonprofits must be accountable on multiple levels—each equally important
— to ensure that donors can count on them to do what they expect:

#3. Accountable



Governance. 

Effective governance is vital to the
success of nonprofits, and the Board 
and its members hold a fiduciary trust 
to ensure that the organization is well
managed and will remain true to its core
values and brand promise. Donors must
have confidence that the Board will live
up to this trust if they are to invest
significantly into your organization.

Performance. 

While mainstream donors may be
satisfied with a simple understanding of
what an organization does, major donors
are more interested in what an
organization achieves, or—more
specifically—what was achieved with 
the money they invested.

Major donors increasingly condition
giving upon delivery of impact metrics,
often requesting information on
outcomes even before investing.
Organizations that are serious about
achieving success in major giving will
therefore do best when they embrace a
culture that supports and encourages
outcomes thinking.

Research shows that collaboration allows nonprofits to have much greater
impact than they could ever have on their own, stretching limited resources
for maximum results. 

Donors today believe that their dollar will go further when people and
organizations team up and work together—and are increasingly looking to
widen their impact by contributing funds to nonprofits with demonstrated
ability to work collaboratively together rather than by themselves.
Collaboration within an organization is equally important to major gift
development success, sometimes even more so than collaboration between
organizations.

Fundraising is not solely the responsibility of your development staff. 
At higher levels of giving particularly, it is a joint effort requiring
cooperation, information sharing, and participation of team members
across all levels of your organization—from members of the Board to 
those on the frontlines.

#4. Collaborative

Organizations
that are serious
about achieving
success in 
major giving will
therefore do best
when they 
embrace a culture
that supports 
and encourages
outcomes thinking.
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About the Author:

New ideas are the lifeblood of major gift fundraising. Donors much prefer
funding creative solutions that achieve new and greater impact versus
those that maintain the status quo. Those who create a culture that
embraces innovative ways to achieve their goals will attract major gifts 
at a much higher rate than those who remain in their comfort zone,
essentially doing the same things year over year. 

Importantly, being innovative does not equate to abandoning your
heritage or altering your mission or values—the key is to understand
what shouldn’t be changed (i.e. those things most closely tied to your
brand promise), and being open to change everywhere else.

#5. Innovative

Nonprofit leaders find it difficult to say no to ideas and programs that are
clearly worthwhile even if they do not fit within their mission and
strategies— especially if there is a promise of money attached. Over time
complexity creeps in, which then tends to manifest itself in donor
communications as organizations send appeals for an increasingly
convoluted collection of programs and activities. Inconsistency leads to
confusion, and when confusion abounds, money doesn' t— when donors
can’t figure out what you stand for, they tend to not stand with you. 

Donors respond best to simple, clear ideas, so organizations do best when
communications are focused on flagship programs that are brand-
consistent and set their organization apart from others.

#6. Focused
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